1. Membership
A JINA-CEE member is a scientist working in any of the Major Activities within the collaboration and is listed on the JINA-CEE website under people. Members are affiliated with JINA-CEE. Members have joined through the following avenues:

- They were listed as investigators in the original proposal to NSF.
- They are part of a JINA-CEE core institution (ASU, MSU, ND, UW), and the local senior investigator has identified them as members.
- They are part of a JINA-CEE associated institution, and the JINA-CEE contact person (usually identified in a Memorandum of Understanding) has identified them as members.

Members are distinct from participants. In NSF speak, participants are scientists from the broader scientific community that participate in JINA-CEE activities such as workshops, conferences, or scientific visits.

Senior researchers: All faculty members at any of the JINA-CEE associated institutions whose name appears in the faculty listing on the JINA website are JINA-CEE senior researchers, and thus, are affiliated. New faculty members usually join when they are new at their JINA affiliated institution, and have research interests that are aligned with the mission of JINA-CEE. Faculty members at any associated institution may apply to become an affiliate by making a case to the local JINA-CEE contact person.

Junior researchers: Undergraduate students, graduate students and postdoctoral researchers/fellows working with a JINA-CEE senior researcher on a JINA related topic are considered JINA-CEE members. Junior researchers at any associated institution may apply to become an affiliate by making a case to their JINA-CEE affiliated advisor or the local JINA-CEE contact person.

A member who moves to a non-affiliated institution may continue to be affiliated with JINA-CEE as long as they continue to actively collaborate with JINA-CEE. They should contact the JINA-CEE managing director, Ana Becerril, to have their record updated.

Faculty members from non-associated institutions who would like to join JINA-CEE may contact the managing director to discuss the possibility of signing a new MoU between their institution and JINA-CEE.

2. Acknowledgement
All affiliates are expected to acknowledge JINA-CEE in their JINA-CEE related publications. Members at core and subawardee institutions should list “Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics – Center for the Evolution of the Elements, (optional home
institution’s address here)” as one of their institutional affiliations. Others are free to do so if they wish, but should use either no address or the MSU address. In addition, all members should acknowledge JINA-CEE in the acknowledgement section of their publications if the work described was in any way enabled or benefitted from JINA-CEE or JINA-CEE sponsored activities. Possible acknowledgements could look like this:

“This work benefited from support by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. PHY-1430152 (JINA Center for the Evolution of the Elements)."

Or

“This work benefited from discussions at the –name the event here-, supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. PHY-1430152 (JINA Center for the Evolution of the Elements)."

3. Termination of Affiliation
Any JINA-CC faculty affiliate who shows no significant involvement in JINA activities for three or more years will be removed of their affiliate status. Also, by unsubscribing from the JINA-CEE member mailing list the affiliation will be forfeited.